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 Cut into slices. Remove juice from fruit and strain. Add lemon juice and . Beat together until well blended. Add grapefruit
juice and add. A "Cocktail Competition" to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the National Cocktail Hour was held at the New

York Hilton in New York City in December 2003. Some cocktail histories mistakenly identify the term "cocktail hour" as a US
expression, rather than a French term. In French, Cocktail means "little bird". Early North America Before Prohibition, the

alcoholic beverages available to the American people were primarily served as drinks, either in the home, at the social events of
the upper classes, or at the racecourse or pleasure garden. In the early 19th century, only beer and cider were available to the

general public. The invention of a new type of beer yeast around 1859 resulted in beers that were more palatable to consumers,
as well as more effervescent and frothier, and thus preferred as spirits were beginning to become more popular. Although spirits

were available on and off in the United States, they were primarily served as cordials, brandies, or rums, and were seen as a
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luxury beverage. Drinking spirits became the province of the upper classes, who were mostly in the west. Prohibition was to
change this outlook, as it was a matter of principle that the people should be able to enjoy alcoholic drinks. An early example of
a mixed drink may be the "New Orleans Flip" described in 1851 in the New Orleans Tribune: It has long been my custom, as it
seems to be the fashion to do, to make a 'Brandy and Water,' or 'Nip and Marmalade' at certain periods of the year, by making

hot water cold and 'brandy hot.' By this means, the water becomes perfectly bland, and the brandy hot, and the 'Nip and
Marmalade' so, that it is a most palatable, wholesome, refreshing and economical drink. This, I think, may be called a 'national

beverage,' or, 'the first national drink.' [The reference is to a punch with water, brandy and lemonade in which a dry rubefacient
was shaken up. The reference is to a kind of beverage that was served in the UK at high tea, for health purposes. The ingredients

included lemon juice and spirits.] At the same time, the cocktail became a 82157476af
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